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10 Introduction 
It has been well known that the interaction between i-th and j-th nuclear spin of 
the form Iるi][i，Ii is responsible for the長田 structuresobserved in the high resolution 
nuclear magnetic resonance spectro. of liquids. And it was report巴d[1]-[4Jthat the 
interaction is the s号condorder effect of hyperfine interactions of the nuclear spins 1 i 
and Ii with the bond electrons in molecules. 
As increasεthe numbers of magnetic nuclei in molecules， the fine structures become 
to be mor邑 complicated，but under certain conditions those were able to interpret[2J 
easily and lately some works which make an attempt to develop邑 them to the 
complicated case are app開 red.[5J-[9J 
We will takεup the method for assignment of I-1 coupling fine structur日sof simple 
organic compounds in pap色rsof this series and will develope it to som日 complicated
case. 
ln the present paper， spin groups εxpressed as th色 formula，A2B2C， are prμinci泊pa討lly
a抗t抗伽山t同川a肌叫c
gyromagnetic ratios，γs， differ日nt，and the suffix indicates the spin numbers belonging 
to the same group。
The compounds included in this formula are H/3C=CF2， H2C=13CF2， and 13CH2F2， 
etc. The study of the nuclear magnetic resonanc告 spectraof these 13C compounds 
will be appeared elswhere. 
2. Simple Multiplet Fine St:mctures 
The features of the high resolution nuclear magnetic reson呂ncespectra of liq uids 
are based on the spin Hamiltonian described as follows[3]，[4] : 
;lC = ac(O)十Z芯(1)
;lC(O) = -hH訂ri1z i 





in which H is the magnetic field externally applied along z direction and r ithe 
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effective gyromagnetic ratio including th邑 shieldingeffect of th記号l記ctronfor i-th 
nucleus白 Classifyingthe magnetic nuclei to th忠 groupsof nuclei having th告 samer i 
or th官 chemicalequivalent groups A， B;.....， Eqs. (2) and (3) arεwritten 
犯(0) ニ;re~0)+-十…-








ん志向IAi " 1m， (3c) 
where TA is the gyrornagn♀iic ratio of group 
two spins both of which belong to group and 
r岳sp巴むtivelybelong to group A or group 13， and so on. 
1S the coupling constant of the 
is that of the two SpillS which 
1S the totai spin angular 
ロ10江lent目立1
? ??? (4) 
and F.A 1S its z component. 
The simple multiplet structures which was studied Gutowsky， McCall and 
Slichter[3J are in the casθ of the interactions betw色合ntwo groups which 
satisfy the follo'Ning conditions : 
(i) A11 th忠 couplingconstants betvveen both groups of A and B are記quaL
(ii) Th色 resonance 創 1cies of both groups of A and B are well separat色d
compar色dwith th日 separation.
to the condition (i)ヲ Eq， is r告presentedas 
=JABFA 0 F B， (5) 
and the condition (ii) m問問
|ノ':tBIく 1 rt1-iB 1.
In the present case， we write the tolal Hamiltonian as 
(6) 
(1) 
3<:1= ~ßA 十a:ßB+ ðCλE (7) 
3CA= 一「 (7a) 
(7b) dCR= ;)eSg)十Z昌弘，
and品ft邑r:finding the spIn of犯 A and耳CB，we tr巴at as a perturba-
tion. llfA and the色1gen幽valuesof F ZA and FZ]h are constants of motion in the 
unperturbed system， since F ZA and F ZB commute with both 3CA and !JCB ・Onthe other 
hand， Eq. (5) can be written in the form of 
どゾ /よJ 正，勺dμρfβJ均2fl円'il
丘Re白Jμρlla巾JZιμ匂~"e .5 沙肉e"tr円《σ:1('ザ7fS'iN仰Jφん'e01'ぷZ刀Jル"ι[.31，ど吟Cふ印iぷ，γJμ!eυsZ 35 
ゴ似=ん(;FFig-十7~'Ft十//ZJiFZIJ 併
of which the first and second term are the matrix elements of 
ム必ら=:::t::l，!1l1:fsニ平1，
in the matrix in t日rms0:[ the 己igen但functlons ()f the unperturbl日d 呂ystem，
According to the pert urbation theory， these tenns can be neglected in the first order 
perturbation， as the result of Eq. Therefore ゐfA and .il:fn ar日 thewell defined 
quantum numbers again in the perturbed systεm， and then Eq. (5a) is expressed as 
く1)
dGAff iI:fA Jj，[jJ・ (5b) 
Now， the selection rules are to be seen. The日 lectiollrules 101' the resonances of A--
and B-nucleus ar巴 obtainedfrom the matrix elernents of F";A and ，F';r， [1> 日 spectively.
The selection rules for the unperturbed system are the following: If the eigen引t!ues
of dCA and 3Cn are writt白nin the form of 
respectiv君ly，the nιon 




Oぱft仙heUI口lp巴ぽrt加ur巾be吋dsy戸呂t句emfo悦r句 }'/九6川A a則n吋dFぷ I的よ九， will appear in the pos凶it“io例n防swhich combine 
the two states hιavi知ngtbe relations : 
=土1;44=ムεsn=t，lVfe = 0， 
i.¥lWn= 土 1 MSg= =0. 
(9a) 
(9b) 
That is， Eqs. (9a) and (9b) should be the selection rules for thc resonances of A-and 
B-nucleus respectiveIy. 
In the first order， th官記igen-functionsof the unperturbed syst色m ar邑 byth日mselves
equal to those of th記 perturbedsystem for the non-degenerate states， so that the selection 
rules for the perturbed system can be a180 given by Eqs. (9a) and (9b). 
As the results of Eqs. (5b)， and the mu1tiplets of the r日sonance8pectra of 
A-and B-nucleus are given by 




respectively， and the intensity ratios of multiplets呂r告 theratios of the degener呂ci邑sof 
Jν~1 1色velsfor A-nucleus， and thos邑 oflIf B levels for B-nucleus固
As to the groups of nuclei including more than three， the similar treatments are 
applied. 
If the two conditions that : 
( i) The interactions betwεer， the groups are given by 
æS1よ=ノ~1BF A ・Fs
o5.J2，=JB(JFl1' Fo 
;íe1lJ=んσ FA • Fo 
(11) 
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are satisfied， itcan be illustrated that the resonance spectra of A-nucleus， as a typical one， 
will h昌vethe multiplet structures of the type 
加 =1i.LH十 lARMw+ノムcMc十日"・・. く13)
3. Add:itional Multiplet Fiue StJructul'es 
When a11 the coupling constants betw巴enboth groups of A and B are not equal 邑ach
other， the resonances of A-and B-nucleus e玄hibitnot any simple multiplet structures. 
To interpret these spectra， itis req uired to obtain the spin eigenイunctionsfor the tota1 
Hamiltonian including the inter呂ctions.[5J，[9J
Suppose that the solutions of Hamiltonian have been found for thε interactions betw忠告n
both groups of A and B， we add the third group C to this system and consider the 
case that the int日ractionsbetween groups A and C，呂ndB and C are giv色n the 
coupling cons鵠1tS and r告spectively， Then total spin Hamiltonian i8 
JC= JCA-トJsB+JCa十 十 u) ~e):ú ~ (14) 
=2.jノ~i Bi IAi • (14a) 
362よ=JAGFA'Fo (14b) 
JCSJb = JBC Fn • Fo， く14c)
where the definitions for JCA， JCB， and JCc are similar to that given Eq. (7a). 
In this case， suppose that the conditions of Eq， (6) are satisfi色d，1. e.， 
1<11 iA-iBI， (i=1，2，……，)ニ1，2，……)
1 (' -hHI rA-rol (15b) 
IJBOI ('も rB-rOI (15c) 
then MA' and Mo are the well defined quantum numbers for the eig邑nfunct10ns of 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (14)園
Now， let us assume that the solutions of Hamiltonian for both groups of A and B are 
found and that the eigen-value 1S given by 
JCA十JCB十 =ち H(ìA 判，+rBj1fR)+ES~+
When we add the group C to the system， the quantity 
3C~lJ+ 犯揺さんo.F"A Fzc+ JBC FzBFzo (17) 
is added as a pぽ turbationto the unperturbed Hamiltonian which is equal to Eq. (16) 
plusゴCo，however， sincεand are constants of motion， the eigen-functions of 
the unperturbεd sys飴m which is the dir問 tproducts of the eigen-functions of おじ and
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those of Eq， (16)， are direct1y employed as the eigenfunction， and the eigen四value is 
given by 
:re =nHC"~九寸 ~I8十2立ro)
+ ê~l.~ + e 5Jl十 ε鉛ート ε~i1+んじ ~fAMa十/凶 3f83fo. (18) 
The selection rules for r邑sonancesof A-and B-nucleus are obtained as follows， similarly 
to Section 2， 
eLiIん=士1，6.M JJ=叫ん=0，
μ;11 ニムε SJ.l=M~詰ニコ 0 ，
6.ilfB =土1，6.lVIA = 6.lIfo = 0， 




Furthermore， asto the r田 O岡山eof C-nucleus， J'c5{よ commuteswith Fxa， sothat MJ印 =0
1S required and 
1 A1; 1， 
I A1; 0， 
I A1; 1， 
I A1; 1， 
|β2; 1， 






M~~= ムεjjjfAεiJJ=AEEjz ニ o. I (19c) 
TABLE 1. The transition energy shift and the relative 




Transition energy shift 
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T ABLE I. The transition energy shift and the relative 
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。O 0， 1282; 
the by g1Ven C-nucleus B-， and spectra for Consequently， the 
expressions， respecti vεly 
arε r記sonance
(20a) 
加B= 色 ì'llH+ ムε5t~+Jろ~O
加。=1JrcH トーんoMC+JBO 
This indicates that each spectral line for A-and B-nudeus which appear in 
without C-nucleus， splits to multiplets due to and that the simple multiplet structures 
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4. A2B2C SpIn Group of C2v Symmetry 
The spectra of A2B2 spin group with C2V symmetry are analysed by McConnell， McLean， 
and Reilly.c5J When C-nucleus is located on the C2 axis， axis which connects the center 
of gravity of group A with that of group B， each eneQO level of A2B2 spin group splits 
to the doublet， as will be seen from the results of the previous section. The transition 
energy shifts and the relative intensities for the resonances of A-and C-nucleus are 
tabulated in Table 1 and II， respectively， and the results for B-nucleus are obtained by 
putting JBO'S in place of λH/S in Table 1. 
In the tables， the designation of the spin state means 
|匁， symmetry species; MA' MB， Mo) 
and n is the letter to distinguish the states belonging to the same symmetry species and 
MA' MB， and Mo. The notations of the symmetry species are the same as that of 





where よt andノBare the coupling constants between two spins of the group A and B 
respectively， and λand Jt the coupling constants between nuclei in both groups of A 
and B which are located on the position of cis and trans with each other. 
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